North Chapel Photo Scavenger Hunt

By Linda Galvao

This is a challenge for old and new members and friends of North Chapel.

We hope you will enjoy searching for the locations of the 44 images taken in public areas inside and outside the church during the Spring of 2023.

You can bring the images up on your phone or get a hard copy from the office.

Have fun hunting!
sword:
PRESS HERE & WAIT 20 SEC.
Blue mugs
coffee machine set-up
Love is Love
Black Lives Matter
Science is Real
No Human is Illegal
Kindness is Everything
Women’s Rights are Human Rights
WASH
WITH GREEN SCRUBBY!
Beryl
Spencer
Whee
We, the member congregations of the Unitarian Universalist Association,
7 Principles

- The inherent worth and dignity of every person
- Justice, equity, and compassion in human relations.
- Acceptance of one another and encouragement to spiritual growth in our congregations.
- A free and responsible search for truth and meaning.
- The right of conscience and the use of democratic process within our congregations and in society in large.
- The goal of world community with peace, liberty, and justice for all.
- Respect for the interdependent web of all existence of which we are a part.

Unitarian Universalism